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X(t) = (A + L uj(t)Bj) X(t)
j=l with 'state' X(t) E <cN,driftA E MatN(<C), controls B j E Mat N(<C), and control amplitudes Uj E lR. Now lifting the bilinear control system (~) to group manifolds [29, 30] by X(t) E GL(N, <C) under the action of some compact connected Lie group K with Lie algebra e (while keeping A, Bj E Mat N(<C )), the condition for full controllability turns into the Lie algebra rank condition [30] [31] [32] putation (and even more so in future quantum technology). It paves the way for constructively optimising strategies for experimental implemention in realistic settings. Moreover, since such realistic quantum systems are mostly beyond analytical tractability, numerical methods are often indispensable. To this end, gradient flows can be implemented on the control amplitudes thus iterating an initial guess into an optimised pulse scheme [21] [22] [23] . This approach has proven useful in spin systems [24] as well as in solid-state systems [25] . Moreover, it has recently been generalised from closed systems to open ones [26] , where the Markovian setting can also be used as embedding of explicitly non-Markovian subsystems [27] . -However, in closed systems, all the numerical tools rely on the existence of perfect solutions, in other words, they require the system is universal or fully operator controllable [28] .
II. CONTROLLABILITY
Consider the Schrodinger equation lifted to unitary maps (quantum gates)
Here Hd is the system Hamiltonian denoting a nonswitchable drift term, while the control Hamiltonians H j can be steered by (piece-wise constant) control amplitudes Uj (t) E R, which are taken to be unbounded henceforth.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental control over quantum dynamics of manageable systems is paramount to exploiting the great potential of quantum systems. Both in simulation and computation the complexity of a problem may reduce upon going from a classical to a quantum setting [2] [3] [4] . On the computational end, where quantum algorithms efficiently solving hidden subgroup problems [5] have established themselves, the demands for accuracy ('error-correction threshold') may seem daunting at the moment. In contrast, the quantum simulation end is by far less sensitive. Thus simulating quantum systems [6] -in particular at phase-transitions [7] -has recently shifted into focus [8] [9] [10] [11] . In view of experimental progress in cold atoms in optical lattice potentials [12, 13] as well as in trapped ions [14, 15] , Kraus et al. have explored whether target quantum systems can be universally simulated on translationally invariant lattices of bosonic, fermionic, and spin systems [16] . Their work can also be seen as a followup on a study by Schirmer et al. [17] specifically addressing controllability of systems with degenerate transition frequencies.
Quite generally, quantum control has been recognised as a key generic tool [18] [19] [20] needed for advances in experimentally exploiting quantum systems for simulation or comAbstract-Controllability and observability of multi-spin systems in architectures of various symmetries of coupling type and topology are investigated. We complement recent work [1] of explicitly determining the respective dynamic system Lie algebras and thereby also precise reachability sets under symmetry constraints. Here the focus is on the converse: under which conditions can the absence of symmetry be taken as an indicator of universality of the hardware architecture? More precisely, the absence of symmetry implies irreducibility and provides a convenient necessary condition for full controllability. Though much easier to assess than the well-established Lie-algebra rank condition, this is not sufficient unless in an n-qubit system with connected coupling topology the candidate dynamic simple Lie algebra can be identified uniquely as the full unitary algebra 5u(2 n ) . -Here we discuss simple tests confined to solving homogeneous linear equations in order to filter irreducible unitary representations of other candidate algebras of classical type (orthogonal ones and unitary symplectic ones). Finally, we give an outlook under which conditions algebras of exceptional type can also be ruled out.
Algorithm 1 [34] : Determine Lie closure for n -qubit system with given set of drift (or system) and control Hamiltonians where (-)Lie denotes (the linear span over) the Lie closure obtained by repeatedly taking mutual commutator brackets.
Transferring the classical result [32] to the quantum domain [33] , the bilinear system of Eqn. (I) is fully operator controllable iff the drift and controls are a generating set of 
The centraliser is the intersection of all sets of solutions e = nvs:
The complexity of Algorithm 2 is 0(4n) for n qubits, as 4 n equations with real coefficients have to be solved .
More precisely, we use the term outer symmetry if s generates a SWAP operation permuting a subset of spin qubits of spins of the same type (cp. Fig. 1 In contrast, in systems with restricted controllability the Hamiltonians generate but a proper subalgebra of the full unitary algebra
where the centraliser or commutant of a given subset m~9 with respect to a Lie algebra 9 consists of all elements in 9 that commute with all elements in m. Jacobi's identity forms itself an invariant Lie subalgebra to $u(N) collecting all symmetries. In summary, we note that lack of symmetry (i.e. a trivial centraliser) is a necessary condition for full controllability. Any non-trivial element would generate a one-parameter group K' c SU (N) that is not in K = exp £.
B. From Necessary to Sufficient Conditions for Controllability
Observe that the centraliser is exponentially easier to come by than the Lie closure: this is evident by comparing the complexity O (32 n ) to O(64 n ) of Algorithm 1 for the Lie closure with the complexity O(4 n ) of Algorithm 2 for the centraliser tabulated above. The mere decision whether the centraliser is trivial is of complexity O(2 n ) . -Therefore one would like to fill the gap between lack of symmetry as a necessary condition and sufficient conditions for full controllability in systems with a connected topology. For pure-state controllability, this was analysed in [35] , for operator controllability the issue has been raised in [19] , inter alia following the lines of [36] , however, without a full answer. Proof. For a drift Hamiltonian with a coupling topology of a graph that is connected, there exists no representation by a single Kronecker sum. Since every semi-simple Lie algebra allows for a representation as a Kronecker sum, the dynamic Lie algebra ecan only be simple.
• Corollary 2.1: Given a controlled system of n 2: 2 spin-! qubits. Let its drift and control Hamiltonians {iHv} generate the Lie closure e~su(N) in an irreducible representation (e' trivial) with the additional promise that eis simple.
Then (1) e has to be one of the candidate simple real compact Lie algebras of classical type
or of exceptional type g2; f4; e6, e7, es.
And (2) ehas to occur as a simple subalgebra of su(N).
Proof. (1) is obvious, since the classification (see, e.g., [39] ) of the compact simple Lie algebras of classical and exceptional type is complete. In particular, observe that for multi-spin systems with N 2: 4 one has f 2: 3, so the isomorphisms (see, e.g., Thm. X.3.12 in [39] ) al I"V bl I"V Cl and b2 I"V C2 or the isolated semi-simple case ()2 I"V al EB al are of no concern. (2) follows, as e is by construction a subalgebra of su(N).
•
The irreducible simple subalgebras of su(N) were already determined by E. Cartan [40] , which is now standard representation theory of connected compact Lie groups, see, e.g., [41] . The corresponding dimensions of the irreducible representations can then be efficiently computed using computer algebras systems such as LiE [42] The results are collected in Tab. I extending Refs. [45, 46] from N < 9 to N < 16.
While the ramification of mathematically admissible irreducible simple candidate subalgebras may seem daunting, in the following we will eliminate candidates by simple means. We make use of the fact that in Tab spin-~representation of su(2) as a proper irreducible subalgebra su(2)j=3/2~su(4). Yet a change in spin quantum number j and number of qubits n is ruled out by premiss.
• The exceptional simple Lie algebras eg, fg,9g will need a more thorough treatment than here, given that in higher dimensions there is no complete list of irreducible representions of the exceptionals as compact simple subalgebras of su(N) [45] . However, they can be generated using computer algebra systems as explained above. Considering the dimensions of their simplest representations [47] (see also [48] ) ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS III. CONCLUSION algebras suffice it to add that-with the single exception of 92-they all fail to generate groups acting transitively on the sphere or on lR N \ {O}. This has been shown in [49] building upon more recent results in [50] to fill earlier work [51, 52] .
Often the presence or absence of symmetries in quantum hardware architectures can already be assessed by inspection. Given the system Hamiltonian as well as the control Hamiltonians, we have shown easy means (solving systems of linear equations) to determine the symmetry of the dynamic system algebra e merely in terms of its commutant or centraliser e'. If the system Hamiltonian corresponds to a connected coupling graph, the absence of any symmetry can be further exploited to decide universality (full controllability): it means the dynamic system algebra is irreducible. Now, conjugation to irreducible orthogonal or symplectic candidate subalgebras can again be decided on the basis of solving systems of linear equations only. The final identification task is between proper unitary subalgebras and irreducible exceptional algebras; it can often be made on the basis of physical properties (spin quantum numbers) or by dimensionality as to be exemplified in follow-up studies specifically addressing higher dimensions.
Here the symmetry identification was confined to solving systems of homogeneous linear equations in order to avoid the usual yet significantly more costly way of explicitly calculating Lie closures. -Since full controllability entails observability (while in the quantum domain the converse does not necessarily hold [19] ), symmetry constraints immediately pertain to observability as discussed in detail in Ref. [1] .
Check for Conjugation to Orthogonal or Symplectic Irreducible Subalgebras:
Determine all simultaneous nonsingular solutions S of SH v + HtS = 0 for all {H v } . If the set of solutions is empty, then the {iHv} are neither conjugate to an orthogonal algebra nor a symplectic one. If S is a solution, then-invoking irreducibility of e-it follows from Schur's Lemma that SS = ±1, which is nicely explained in Lemma 3 of Ref. [53] . In case of a plus sign, the subalgebra e of su(N) generated by the {iHv} is conjugate to a subalgebra of so(N), while in case of a minus sign, e is conjugate to a subalgebra of usp]~). -Conjugation to the unitary symplectic algebras has also been treated in Ref. [52] by solving a system of linear equations, while Ref. [54] resorted to determining eigenvalues for discerning the unitary case from conjugate symplectic or orthogonal subalgebras. su(2) C so(9) C su (9) su (2) ( 12) su (2) su(2) C su (3) su(2) C usp]~) C su ( 4) su(2) C so(5) C su (5) su(2) C usp(~) (' so(6) C su ( 6) su (3) 6 su(2) C g(2) C so(7) C su (7) su (2) C usp]~) (' {su(3),so(7)} C so(8) C su (8) {su (2) ,su(4)} C so(15) C su (15) {su ( 92 C S07; f4 C S026; e6 C S[27; e7 C SP56; e8 C S0248 may help to exclude them from counting for irreducible n spin-! representations of simple subalgebras to su(2 n ) in a follow-up study. Here, as a final remark on exceptional Lie
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